
Mobilising Labour Against Trump and UKIP 
  
We, _______ Labour Party, condemn:  

a) The racist, Islamophobic and misogynistic statements of US President Donald Trump 
throughout his Presidential campaign and during his Presidency; 

b)     The inhumane decision to deny refugee status people from seven Muslim-majority countries. 
c) Theresa May’s refusal to stand up for our values of humanity and compassion by putting 

pressure on Trump to end discriminatory policies such as the ‘Muslim Ban’ and restrictions on 
women’s reproductive rights.  

d)   Continued efforts by Theresa May and the Conservative Party to normalise the Trump 
Presidency and the Government’s insistence on inviting him for a state visit, despite protests by 
thousands of British people and a petition signed by over 1.8 million people calling for the visit to 
be cancelled.  
  
We, _______ Labour Party, note:  

a) The similarities between Trump’s racist and xenophobic policies and the rising anti-migrant 
feeling and racist sentiments in the United Kingdom, which have grown alarmingly since Brexit, 
and which are expressed overtly by UKIP. 

b)   Because of their commitment to neoliberalism and the vulnerability of any post-Brexit British 
economy, both the Conservatives and UKIP are heavily dependent on a close relationship with 
Donald Trump, which makes them vulnerable to a mass movement against him.  

c)     The emergent movement in opposition to Trump and to bigotry in the United States, the United 
Kingdom and much of the world, which has enthused hundreds of thousands of people who 
previously had not been involved in politics, and which is comprised significantly by those 
groups who are most severely threatened by right-wing bigotry, namely women, migrants, 
LGBT+, disabled and black people, and all those who have been discriminated against on the 
basis of their religion, ethnicity or nationality.  

d)     The importance of linking struggles against bigotry and discrimination to a radical project, which 
fundamentally challenges the gross inequalities of wealth and power which pervade our society, 
and which have created the disaffection upon which the likes of Trump and UKIP feed. Only a 
radical, participatory and inclusive Labour Party has the potential to convert this emerging 
movement into a force for progressive, concrete, and sustained social change. 

e)     The historic record of the Leader of the Labour Party, Jeremy Corbyn, in adopting principled and 
unwavering opposition to all forms of discrimination. 
  
We, _______ Labour Party, call on the Labour Party to do the following: 

a)     Support and encourage the building of a broad-based movement comprising trade unions, 
NGOs, organisations representing women, Muslims, migrants and refugees, and LGBT+ 
peoples in opposition to the planned state visit of Donald Trump to the UK. This should support 
the self-organisation and resistance of those groups most threatened by right-wing bigotry, at 
the same time as making it clear that only the Labour Party can deliver the sustained change 
which is necessary to combat prejudice. Party members should be encouraged to support and 
participate in acts of protest and civil disobedience to that effect, and Labour Party events 



should be made to be as inclusive, accessible and inviting as possible for members of these 
groups. 

b)     Argue consistently and without qualification that migrants and migration are not the cause of the 
social and economic ills affecting our country, including low wages, lack of access to housing, 
and underfunded services, and reach out to supporters of Remain and Leave with clear-cut 
arguments in favour of the need for a Labour government committed to fundamentally and 
irreversibly redistributing power and wealth. 

c)     Guarantee the rights of all non-British nationals currently living in Britain and reaffirm Britain’s 
commitments to the rights of refugees under the 1951 Refugee Convention.  


